
 
SURENDRANATH COLLEGE 

24/2, M.G. Road, Kolkata 700009 

Placement Cell 

                            Announcement             Date: 09/12/2022 

Onourem's Journalism Intern program in the US and India 

Scope of work:  

 

The intern needs to reach out to different people to know their stories that fit the style and tone of 

Onourem Vocals (Emotional well-being). During your internship, you'll take on projects such as 

conducting small interviews and helping people to upload their interviews. You may also be offered 

the opportunity to write articles to add to your portfolio. If you're considering a career in journalism, 

this internship is for you. 

 

The theme of the interviews and categories will be defined and explained later on. 

 

Internship Title: Journalism Intern 

Internship Mode: Remote(Work from anywhere) 

Mode: Can work at any time in 24 hours 

Duration: 30 or 45 Days (Student can choose) 

Type: Unpaid 

Certificate: Yes 

LOR: Only to top performers  

Application Deadline: 09 Dec 2022 

Internship Start Date: 15-Dec-2022 (flexible if exams are clashing) 

 

Eligibility: 

1. Level: 1st, 2nd, 3rd year (PG students can also apply) 

2. Background: Journalism students (Psychology & Arts Students can also apply) 

 

Selection Process: Two rounds: Assignment & Interview. (Only shortlisted applicants from the 

assignment round will be eligible for the interview round.) 

 

Company Overview: 

Onourem is a technology company dedicated to improving people's emotional and mental health. We 

conduct online and offline activities to help address social problems. One of the biggest challenges the 

world is facing is the degrading emotional and mental health of the people.  

 

Research has shown that social media is giving people a false sense of connection. Contrary to what 

'social networking' suggests, more people today feel lonely, bored, sad, stressed, and insecure than 

ever. COVID-19 lockdown has only amplified this challenge.  

 

The good news is that Harvard's longest-running research on happiness suggests that deeper, 

meaningful relationships are the key to live a long, happy, healthy, and satisfying life. It is the quality 

of the social relations that make humans happy and not the number of relationships. We are better off 

investing in our close relationships than endlessly spending time on 'social networking' that is harmful 

for our relations and our mental health.  

 

Website: www.onourem.com 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/onourem 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/OnouremSocial/videos 

People & Story behind Onourem: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwM3NYQZKjc&t=32s 

Application Form Link: https://forms.gle/JvretZxorw4MdqtF9 
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